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Background
The benefits of producing species-rich meadows include the production of public goods, including biodiversity,
pollinator services and carbon sequestration. Another reason to produce high quality species diversity is to
optimise delivery to a market which financially rewards those public goods. Agri-environmental schemes already
exist for many years, and more are being developed whereby the payments to farmers depend on the ecological
quality of farmed habitat. In some of these schemes the ecological quality is measured through carefully selected
result indicators and payments are made on the basis of these indicators. The following document describes
the RBAPS result indicators and provides guidelines in using these indicators to score species-rich floodplain
meadows.

Introduction to the scorecard
The pilot area: River Shannon Callows SAC
The River Shannon Callows (callow comes from the Irish word caladh meaning river meadow) was selected as a
pilot area as it has a dual Natura designation, including the River Shannon Callows Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) and the Middle Shannon Callows Special Protection Area (SPA). The Natura site comprises an expansive,
largely intact floodplain with extensive areas of farmed land which support a range of habitats and species of
conservation importance.

The RBAPS Biodiversity Output: Species-rich floodplain meadows
The Shannon Callows has two Qualifying Interests for the SAC which are dependent on farming practices,
namely Molinia meadow [6410] and Lowland Hay Meadow [6510]. Hydrophilous tall herb [6430]) an Annex I
habitat, although not listed as a QI for the site, occurs in a mosaic with the other habitats within the floodplain
meadows.
For the species-rich floodplain meadows, the generic title of ‘floodplain meadow’ is chosen to encompass the
variety of plant communities of varying conservation importance which typically occur as a complex mosaic
within the Shannon Callows floodplain system.
The objective for the biodiversity target under the project is to maintain, or where possible improve, the quality of
species-rich floodplain meadows, with highest scores (10/10) reflecting the optimum condition for the habitats.
A number of factors affect the botanical diversity of floodplain meadows. Higher nutrient levels in the soils,
whether caused by prolonged flooding or the addition of nutrients through agricultural practices, favours a few
competitive plant species and lowers the overall species diversity. Mowing once in the year does not in itself
guarantee the quality of the biodiversity output; the timing of mowing is hugely important in regulating the
nutrient balance and thus the plant community composition of the meadows. The appropriate time to mow
varies between meadows, as it is determined primarily by the hydrology of the site, and it also varies from year
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to year, depending on local flood and weather conditions and mowing too late can be as detrimental as mowing
too early. In this regard a prescriptive approach to mowing dates is not appropriate for species-rich floodplain
meadow plant communities as there is much variation in the optimum time for mowing from an ecological
perspective.

The RBAPS Result Indicators
Result indicators are used to assess the quality and condition of the meadow in order to determine what level of
payment the meadow qualifies for. Robust result indicators need to:
•

clearly reflect the variation in condition of the biodiversity target

•

respond fairly to agricultural practices

•

be easily understood by all: farmers - auditors

The Article 17 assessments for the three Annex I habitats provide a suitable starting point for selecting RBAPS
result indicators as they are comprised of both lists of positive indicator plant species, and assessments of threats
and pressures, most of which relate to agricultural practices (O’Neill, Martin et al., 2013).
As Article 17 assessments are national assessments, and regional tailoring is required, the relevant literature on
the floodplain meadows in Shannon Callows pilot area (Maher, 2013; Maher, Sheehy Skeffington et al., 2015) and
on floodplain meadows in the UK (Rothero, Lake et al., 2016) were consulted.
RBAPS result indicators in the ecological assessment of the Shannon Callows species-rich floodplain meadows
include indicators of both the botanical composition and of the structure of the vegetation, as both of these
factors are important is assessing the condition of the plant communities (O’Neill, Martin et al., 2013) and both
vary with agricultural practices. These result indicators were trialled and refined throughout 2015 and 2016
in collaboration with project partners, the Shannon Callows Advisory Group and specialist advice, including
authors of the Article 17 reports on the relevant Annex I habitats (O’Neill, Martin et al., 2013).
The RBAPS result indicator for species-rich floodplain meadows include:
A. Assessment of the current ecological integrity and species composition
A.1. Number of positive indicator plants;
•

A.2. Total collective cover of the positive indicator plants through the meadow;

•

A.3. The cover of dense meadowsweet or flowering grass in the sward;

•

A.4. Cover Total cover of negative indicator species;

B. Assessment of threats and future prospects
•

B.1. Plant litter level;

•

B.2. Damaging activities to vegetation, soil or water.
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RBAPS Species-rich Floodplain Meadow Scorecard 2018
Landowner:

Surveyor:

Callow:

Plot:

Date:
Final Score:

Total Marks:

A. Ecological Condition
A.1. Number of positive indicators present in the grassland (circle ALL present on list below)
No. of indicators:
Marks

6+

8+

10+

12+

14+

16+

20+

4

6

10

15

20

25

35

A.2 What proportion of the meadow are positive indicators ABSENT from?
ABSENT from:
Marks

>90%

75-90%

50-75%

25-50%

<25%

-10

5

15

25

35

A.3. What is the cover of DENSE Meadowsweet and/or DENSE grass in the sward?
DENSE COVER:

Very High (>90% cover)

High (70-90% cover)

Medium (35-70% cover)

Low (<35% cover)

-20

-10

0

10

Marks

A.4. Cover (total) of negative indicator species &/or agricultural 'weeds' (ignore docks on rise near riverbank if rest of meadow is fine)
Circle:

Rye grass

Nettles

Thistles

Docks

Bindweed

Other (specify):

COVER

High: >50%

26-50%

11-25%

<10%

Negligible (<1%)

Marks

-30

-20

-10

0

10

B. Threats, Pressures and Future Prospects
B.1. What is the level of dead vegetation (litter)?
LEVEL

Identify main rank/woody species:

High
(rank veg., with briars &
woody plants)

Med-High
Dead vegetation thick throughout
(not mown & collected last year)

Dead vegetation negligible
(mown annually)

-20

0

10

Marks

B.2. Are there any damaging activities to vegetation, soil or water?
LEVEL
Marks

If yes, list all activities:

High

Med-High

Med/Low

None

-40

-20

-10

0

Comments:

No.

Positive indicator

No.

Positive indicator

1

Common Sorrel (slender dock, with coat-tailed leaves)

15

Orchids: Pyramidal, Spotted, Fragrant/Marsh, Twayblades,
Early-Purple, Butterfly orchids, etc.

2

Eyebright (bright white, green leaves up the stem)

16

Ox-eye Daisy (aka Dog daisy; not the common daisy)

3

Forget-me-nots (small blue flower, yellow in centre)

17

Peas: Birds foot trefoil (yellow pea flower, clover-like leaf),
Meadow Vetchling (yellow pea flower),
Marsh Pea (large purple pea flower)

4

Horsetails (jointed stems)

18

Ragged Robin (raggedy pink flower)

5

Knapweeds (purple, with black below flower)

19

Rushes: Small rushes (Jointed, Sharp-flowered, Woodrushes &
Spike Rush)

6

Ladies bedstraw (yellow flower, leaves in whorls)

20

Scabious' (Devil's bit & Field)

7

Lesser spearwort (buttercup like flower, long narrow leaves)

21

Sedges (3-sided stem; sedges have edges)

8

Loosestrife: Yellow & Purple

22

Small Bedstraws (tiny white flower; like stickyback) and
Stitchworts (Lesser & Marsh; white star flower)

9

Louseworts (aka Red Rattle)

23

Tormentil (four yellow petals)

10

Marsh Cinquefoil & Water Avens (dark red flowers)

24

Umbels, large: Angelica, Valerian & Hogweed

11

Marsh Marigolds (shiny yellow flower, heart-shaped leaf)

25

Umbels, small: Yarrow, Sneezewort, Wild Carrot,
Tubular Water Dropwort

12

Meadow rue (do not confuse with Meadowsweet!)

26

Yellow composits: Cat's Ear, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits, hawk'sbeards (tall skinny dandelion-like plant, with smaller flowers)

13

Meadow thistle (white stems, wooly leaves)

27

Yellow Flag Iris

14

Mints (water & field/corn)

28

Yellow Rattle
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Full length colour guidance for
scoring species-rich floodplain
meadows
The instructions provided here are intended as guidance for the assessment of floodplain meadows, and for
supporting the training provided both indoors and through field visits. Whereas the number of indicators is
absolute, figures such as percentages are indicative rather than definitive and judgement should be used.
In order to assess a flood meadow it is necessary to walk the full extent of the meadow from top to bottom (i.e.
from dry to wet). This may mean walking straight up and down a narrow strip or alternatively walking a ‘W’
through the meadow if it is rectangular shaped.
The result indicators are both clearly linked to the quality of the biodiversity and are responsive to changes in
agricultural practices (including mowing, fertilizer application, herbicide use).

Section A. Ecological integrity and species composition
A.1. Number of positive indicators present in the meadow (circle ALL positive
indicators present in the meadow on the bottom of the scorecard)
A species is considered ‘present’ when it occurs more than once in the meadow. Each of the indicator plants
present in the grassland must be circled at the bottom of each score sheet. See separate booklet Guide to Shannon
Callows Species-rich floodplain meadow positive indicator plants for pictures of positive indicator plants

Table 1. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A1.

No. of indicator plants
Marks

6+

8+

10+

12+

14+

16+

20+

4

6

10

15

20

25

35
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Positive indicator plant

Scientific name

1

Common Sorrel (slender dock, with coat-tailed
leaves)

Rumex acetosa

2

Eyebright (bright white, green leaves up the stem)

Euphrasia spp

3

Forget-me-nots (small blue flower, yellow in centre)

Myosotis laxa, M. spp

4

Horsetails (jointed stems)

Equisetum spp

5

Knapweeds (purple, with black below flower)

Centaurea nigra, Centaurea scabiosa

6

Ladies bedstraw (yellow flower, leaves in whorls)

Galium verum

7

Lesser spearwort (buttercup like flower, long narrow
leaves)

Ranunculus flamula

8

Loosestrife: Yellow & Purple

Lysimachia vulgaris, Lythrum salicaria

9

Louseworts (aka Red Rattle)

Pedicularis spp

10

Marsh Cinquefoil & Water Avens (dark red flowers)

Comarum palustre, Geum rivale

11

Marsh Marigolds (shiny yellow flower, heart-shaped
leaf)

Caltha palustris

12

Meadow rue (do not confuse with Meadowsweet!)

Thalictrum flavum

13

Meadow thistle (white stems, wooly leaves)

Cirsium dissectum

14

Mints (water & field/corn)

Mentha spp

15

Orchids: Pyramidal, Spotted, Fragrant/Marsh,
Twayblades, Early-Purple, Butterfly orchids, etc.

Anacamptis spp, Dactylhoriza spp,
Gymnadenia spp, Listera spp, Orchis spp,
Platanthera spp.

16

Ox-eye Daisy (aka Dog daisy; not the common
daisy)

Leucanthemum vulgaris

17

Peas: Birds foot trefoil (yellow pea flower, clover-like
leaf),
Meadow Vetchling (yellow pea flower),
Marsh Pea (large purple pea flower)

Lotus corniculatus,
Lathyrus pratensis,
Lathyrus palustris

18

Ragged Robin (raggedy pink flower)

Silene flos-cuculi (Lychnis flos-cuculi)

19

Rushes: Small rushes (Jointed, Sharp-flowered,
Woodrushes & Spike Rush)

Juncus articulatus, J. acutiflorus, Luzula
spp, Eleocharis spp.

20

Scabious’ (Devil’s bit & Field)

Succisa pratensis, Knautia arvensis

21

Sedges (3-sided stem; sedges have edges)

Carex spp

22

Small Bedstraws (tiny white flower; like stickyback)
and Stitchworts (Lesser & Marsh; white star flower)

Galium palustre, G. Uliginosum and
Stellaria spp

23

Tormentil (four yellow petals)

Potentilla erecta

24

Umbels, large: Angelica, Valerian & Hogweed

Angelica sylvestris, Valeriana officinalis,
Heracleum sphondylium

25

Umbels, small: Yarrow, Sneezewort, Wild Carrot,
Tubular Water Dropwort

Achillea millefolium, A. ptarmica, Daucus
carota, Oenanthe fistulosa

26

Yellow composits: Cat’s Ear, Hawkweeds, Hawkbits,
hawk’s-beards (tall skinny dandelion-like plant, with
smaller flowers)

Hypochaeris radicata, Hieracium pilosella,
Leontodon autumnalis,
Leontodon hispidus, Crepis capillaris,
Crepis paludosa

27

Yellow Flag Iris

Iris pseudacorus

28

Yellow Rattle

Rhinanthus minor
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A.2. What proportion of the meadow are positive indicator plants absent from?
For this indicator it is important to assess the overall cover of all/any positive indicator throughout the entire
sward. It is important to bear in mind the cover of plants is above 100%, because there are layers and layers
of leaves and flowering heads. On floodplains the plant community changes with varying flood condition
so the species may only occur within one part of the meadow or throughout (depending on the species and
the meadow). In addition, each species has different distribution patterns and densities, some occur a few
everywhere, others are naturally found in clumps throughout, while others may occur with sparse distribution
(e.g. orchids). You do not need to consider the number of indicators but the collective cover of all the positive
indicator plants throughout and assess what proportion they are absent from.
Table 3. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A2.

A.2. What proportion of the meadow are positive indicators absent from?

Marks

<25%: A good quality, semi-natural flood meadow will have positive indicators throughout the
sward; and there will be very little of the grassland where positive indicators are absent

35

25-50%: Over quarter of the sward lacking positive indicators

25

50-75%: More than half of the sward lacking positive indicator species

15

90-75%: Low cover of positive indicator species, absent from 75-90% of the sward

5

<90%: Very low cover of positive indicator species, absent from more than 90% of the area of
the field

ABSENT from:
Marks

-10

>90%

75-90%

50-75%

25-50%

<25%

-10

5

15

25

35

Figure 1. Uniform sward (left) with few meadow plants present, to diverse sward with many positive indicator plants
present (right).

Diversity

Homogeneity
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A.3. What is the cover of dense meadowsweet or dense grass in the sward?
When management of floodplain meadows is poor (e.g. application of fertilizer or herbicide, or lack of mowing),
it may result in an increase in more competitive plants and a loss of other more desirable plants (positive
indicators). This result indicator assesses the the diversity of the flowering heads in the sward.
Table 4. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A3.

A.3. What is the cover of dense meadowsweet or dense grass in the sward?

Marks

Low cover of meadowsweet or flowering grass heads within the flowering heads. A light canopy
with many positive indicator species; OR a tall sward with positive indicator species throughout
(incl. >5 positive indicator species). Less than 35% cover of dense meadowsweet or dense grass.

10

Moderate cover of dense meadowsweet or grass (up to 70% cover)

0

Dense canopy, more than 70% cover of dense meadowsweet &/or dense grasses; positive
indicator species infrequent or rare among the flowering heads

-10

Dense canopy, >90% dominated by meadowsweet &/or grass heads; other species if present
confined to low cover in the under-storey (leaf layer)

-20

DENSE COVER:
Marks

Very High

High

Medium

Low

(>90% cover)

(70-90% cover)

(35-70% cover)

(<35% cover)

-20

-10

0

10

Figure 2. Meadowsweet is a natural component of the highest quality species-rich floodplain meadows.
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Figure 3. Dense meadowsweet, Filipendula ulmaria. In wet summers and without mowing, meadowsweet can become very
tall and woody and outcompetes other meadow plants for light and nutrients.

Figure 4. LEFT: Species-rich meadow with moderate cover of grass. RIGHT: Dense grass cover on a species-rich meadow.
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A.4. Total cover of negative indicator plants
It is unusual to have a high cover of agricultural weeds on Shannon Callow floodplain meadows. Depending on
the topography (gentle rises and hollows) of a site, a patch of docks (large Rumex sp.) may occur on gentle rises,
typically next to or near the river bank. However, a high cover of negative indicators may reflect not only the lack
of optimal management but negative trends in the ecological integrity of the grassland such as eutrophication
and soil disturbance. Docks occurring on gentle rises in the meadow, or along the riverbank, should be ignored
provided the rest of the meadow is without dock (for the most part).
Negative indicators include nettles, ragwort, rye-grasses, thistles, docks and bindweeds. Non-native species and
noxious weeds should also be recorded here if they do occur (none have been recorded in this area to date).
Cover of these species, except docks (large Rumex species), is for the most part very low on the Shannon Callows
species-rich floodplain meadows.
Table 5. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A4.

A.4. Cover (total) of negative indicator species &/or agricultural ‘weeds’

Marks

Very low: Weed species (negative indicators) absent or rare throughout the grassland.

10

If present, confined to a few sporadic individuals in a few places, typically near gateways,
along paths, or near the river bank. Overall cover less than 1%.
Low: Less than 10% cover of negative indicators

0

Medium-Low: Weed s species occurring frequently, extending beyond gateways, paths, (&/or
extending beyond the riverbank).

-10

Med-High: Cover of negative indicators through-out, but less than 50% cover

-20

High: Weed species (negative indicators) throughout the area, with high cover in the worst
places. Negative indicators covering more than half of the meadow.

-30

Figure 5. Some docks next to the riverbank is common, especially when there is a slight rise in the ground there.

COVER

High: >50%

26-50%

11-25%

<10%

Negligible (<1%)

Marks

-30

-20

-10

0

10

12
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Figure 6. When docks cover a large portion of the meadow this indicates that there is a problem with nutrients and the
farmers may choose to undertake management to address the problem.

Section B. Threats and future prospects
B.1. What is the litter level? (i.e. if meadow was not mown last year)
Annual mowing is vital to maintaining the plant species richness on floodplain meadows. A well-managed
meadow, that is mown each year, will have little or no litter and no seedlings (woody species, usually willow) or
saplings. This can be observed as a thin or thick layer of thatch (dead plant material) from the previous year,
covering part, or all of, the ground. The presence of woody species also indicates a lack of management and
will usually be willow species on floodplain meadows. The annual mowing and removal of the crop plays a very
important role in maintaining the nutrient balance on floodplain meadows and is essential for maintaining a
rich diversity of wild flowers.
Table 6. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator B1.

B.1. What is the litter level? (i.e. if meadow not mown last year)

Marks

None: No obvious litter anywhere in the meadow. Mown last year.

10

Med-High: Lodged litter throughout the meadow, with occasional seedlings of woody species.
Not mowed last year.

0

High: Obvious dense layer of litter throughout the meadow, with saplings of woody species
frequent. Not mown for two or more years.

-20
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Level of dead vegetation
High
Score

Marks -30

High
-20

LEFT: Obvious dense layer of
litter throughout the meadow,
with saplings of woody species
frequent. Not mown for two or
more years.

Medium
Med-High
0
0

MIDDLE: Lodged litter throughout
the meadow, with occasional
seedlings of woody species. Not
mowed last year.

14

NegligibleNone
10

20

RIGHT: No obvious litter
anywhere in the meadow.
Mown last year.
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B.2. Are there any damaging activities to vegetation, soil or water? If yes, list all
activities
Record here any damaging activities occurring on the meadow (e.g. dumping, drainage etc.) and record here any
obvious damage to vegetation (e.g. contorted plants as a result of herbicide use), soil (due to heavy machinery
on fragile soils) or water point damage or pollution. Movement of vehicles into and out of the site is considered
normal agricultural practice and necessary for maintaining the habitat, therefore areas of bare ground near
pathways and gates is acceptable. Only assess damaging activities when they are apparent, previous use of
herbicide and fertiliser can be detected through result indicators A1 and A2.
Table 7. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator B2.

B.2. Are there any damaging activities to vegetation, soil or water?

Marks

None: No sign of any damaging activity

0

Low/Med: Small areas of damage (<5% of site affected)

-10

Med-High: Areas of damage (5-20% of site affected)

-20

High: Obvious & extensive damage to the plant structure (e.g. due to herbicide use), and/
or extensive areas of bare ground (as a result of heavy machinery on very wet soils) , &/or
water pollution

-40

Figure 7. Excessive damage due to heavy machinery on wet soils (left), which can have long lasting effects on the
vegetation (right).
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Short guidance for scoring
Species-rich Floodplain Meadow
The instructions provided here are intended as guidance for the assessment of floodplain meadows, whereas the
number of indicators is absolute, figures such as percentages are indicative rather than definitive and judgement
should be used.
In order to assess a flood meadow it is necessary to walk the full extent of the meadow from top to bottom (i.e.
from dry to wet). This may mean walking straight up and down a narrow strip or alternatively walking a ‘W’
through the meadow if it is rectangular shaped.

Section A. Ecological Integrity and Species Composition
A.1. Number of positive indicators present in the grassland (circle ALL positive
indicators present in the grassland on the scorecard)
A species is considered ‘present’ when it occurs more than once in the meadow. Each of the indicator plants
present in the grassland must be circled at the bottom of each score sheet. See separate booklet Guide to Speciesrich floodplain meadow positive indicator plants for pictures of positive indicator plants (Appendix I).
Table 8. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A1.

No. of positive
indicator plants

6+

8+

10+

12+

14+

16+

20+

Marks

4

6

10

15

20

25

35

A.2. What proportion of the meadow are positive indicator plants absent from?
For this indicator it is important to assess the overall cover of all/any positive indicator throughout the entire
sward. It is important to bear in mind the cover of plants is above 100%, because there are layers and layers
of leaves and flowering heads. On floodplains the plant community changes with varying flood condition
so the species may only occur within one part of the meadow or throughout (depending on the species and
the meadow). In addition, each species has different distribution patterns and densities, some occur a few
everywhere, others are naturally found in clumps throughout, while others may occur with sparse distribution
(e.g. orchids). You do not need to consider the number of indicators but the collective cover of all the positive
indicator plants throughout and assess what proportion they are absent from.
Table 9. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A2.

A.2. What proportion of the meadow are positive indicators absent from?

Marks

<25%: A good quality, semi-natural flood meadow will have positive indicators throughout the
sward; and there will be very little of the grassland where positive indicators are absent

35

25-50%: Over quarter of the sward lacking positive indicators

25

50-75%: More than half of the sward lacking positive indicator species

15

90-75%: Low cover of positive indicator species, absent from 75-90% of the sward

5

<90%: Very low cover of positive indicator species, absent from more than 90% of the area of the
field

16

-10
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A.3. What is the cover of DENSE meadowsweet or dense grass in the sward?
When management of floodplain meadows is poor (e.g. application of fertilizer or herbicide; lack of mowing),
it may result in an increase in more competitive plants and a loss of other more desirable plants (positive
indicators). This assessment criterion assesses the diversity of the flower head layer of the sward.
Table 10. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A3.

A.3. What is the cover of DENSE Meadowsweet or dense grass in the sward?

Marks

Low cover of meadowsweet or flowering grass heads within the flowering heads. A light canopy
with many positive indicator species; OR a tall sward with positive indicator species throughout
(incl. >5 positive indicator species). Less than 35% cover of dense meadowsweet or dense grass.

10

Moderate cover of dense meadowsweet or grass (up to 70% cover)

0

Dense canopy, more than 70% cover of dense meadowsweet &/or dense grasses; positive
indicator species infrequent or rare among the flowering heads

-10

Dense canopy, >90% dominated by meadowsweet &/or grass heads; other species if present
confined to low cover in the under-storey (leaf layer)

-20

A.4. Total cover of negative indicator plants
It is unusual to have a high cover of agricultural weeds on Shannon Callow floodplain meadows. Depending on
the topography (hollows & gentle rises) of a site, it is sometimes common that a patch of docks occurs next to or
near, the river bank or on gentle rises in the meadow. However, a high cover of negative indicators may reflect
not only the lack of optimal management but negative trends in the ecological integrity of the grassland such
as eutrophication and soil disturbance. Docks occurring on gentle rises in the meadow, or along the riverbank,
should be ignored provided the rest of the meadow is without dock (for the most part).
Negative indicators include nettles, ragwort, rye-grasses, thistles, docks and bindweeds. Non-native species and
noxious weeds should also be recorded here if they do occur (none have been recorded in this area to date).
Cover of these species, except docks (large Rumex species), is for the most part very low on the Shannon Callows
species-rich floodplain meadows.
Table 11. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator A4.

A.4. Cover (total) of negative indicator species &/or agricultural ‘weeds’
Very low: Weed species (negative indicators) absent or rare throughout the grassland.

Marks
10

If present, confined to a few sporadic individuals in a few places, typically near gateways,
along paths, or near the river bank. Overall cover less than 1%.
Low: Less than 10% cover of negative indicators

0

Medium-Low: Weed s species occurring frequently, extending beyond gateways, paths, (&/
or extending beyond the riverbank).

-10

Med-High: Cover of negative indicators through-out, but less than 50% cover

-20

High: Weed species (negative indicators) throughout the area, with high cover in the worst
places. Negative indicators covering more than half of the meadow.

-30
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Section B. Threats and future prospects
B.1. What is the litter level? (i.e. if meadow not mown last year)
Annual mowing is vital to maintaining the plant species richness on floodplain meadows. A well-managed
meadow, that is mown each year, will have little or no litter and no seedlings (woody species, usually willow) or
saplings. This can be observed as a thin or thick layer of thatch (dead plant material) from the previous year,
covering part, or all of, the ground. The presence of woody species also indicates a lack of management and
will usually be willow species on floodplain meadows. The annual mowing and removal of the crop plays a very
important role in maintaining the nutrient balance on floodplain meadows and is essential for maintaining a
rich diversity of wild flowers.
Table 12. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator B1.

B.1. What is the litter level? (i.e. if meadow not mown last year)

Marks

None: No obvious litter anywhere in the meadow. Mown last year.

10

Med-High: Lodged litter throughout the meadow, with occasional seedlings of woody species.
Not mowed last year.

0

High: Obvious dense layer of litter throughout the meadow, with saplings of woody species
frequent. Not mown for two or more years.

-20

B.2. Are there any damaging activities to vegetation, soil or water? If yes, list all
activities
Record here any damaging activities occurring on the meadow (e.g. dumping, drainage etc.) and record here any
obvious damage to vegetation (e.g. contorted plants as a result of herbicide use), soil (due to heavy machinery
on fragile soils) or water point damage or pollution. Movement of vehicles into and out of the site is considered
normal agricultural practice and necessary for maintaining the habitat, therefore areas of bare ground near
pathways and gates is acceptable. Only assess damaging activities when they are apparent, previous use of
herbicide and fertiliser can be detected through A1 and A2.
Table 13. Definition of thresholds for each category for Result Indicator B2.

B.2. Are there any damaging activities to vegetation, soil or water?
None: No sign of any damaging activity

Marks
0

Low/Med: Small areas of damage (<5% of site affected)

-10

Med-High: Areas of damage (5-20% of site affected)

-20

High: Obvious & extensive damage to the plant structure (e.g. due to herbicide use), and/
or extensive areas of bare ground (as a result of heavy machinery on very wet soils) , &/or
water pollution

-40
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RBAPS Species-rich Flood Meadow
Scores and recommended management
These recommendations apply only if there are no damaging activities at the site. When damaging activities do
occur these need to be addressed before considering any of the recommendations below. Seek specialist advice
and consent from NPWS* before undertaking any restoration works.
Additional management advice is available in the RBAPS Guide to farming for conservation in the
Shannon Callows Species-rich Floodplain Meadows, see www.rbaps.eu/documents
Score

Management recommendations

10

Top quality meadow: Continue the on-going management. Avoid any changes to the
traditional management, for example avoid addition of fertiliser, or herbicide or any
changes to the traditional mowing date.

9

High quality meadow: Continue the on-going management. Meadow may benefit from
an earlier than usual cut, followed by a second cut later in the year if possible#. Consider
mowing in late June*/early July and again in September.

8

Good quality meadow: Meadow may benefit from the addition of some hand collected
and scattered seeds from a nearby 10/10 site. Meadow may benefit from an earlier than
usual cut, followed by a second cut later in the year if possible#. Consider mowing in late
June*/early July and again in September.

7

Good quality meadow: Meadow would benefit from the addition of some hand collected
and scattered seeds from a nearby 10/10 site. Meadow may benefit from an earlier than
usual cut, followed by a second cut later in the year#, in a number of non-consecutive
years. Consider mowing in late June* / early July and again in September.

6

Fair quality meadow: Meadow requires an earlier than usual cut, followed by a second
cut later in the year#, in a number of non-consecutive years. Consider mowing in late
June* / early July and again in September.

5

Poor species-richness: Meadow requires an earlier than usual cut, followed by a second
cut later in the year#, in a number of non-consecutive years. Consider mowing in late
June* / early July and again in September. Scattering seeds collected from a nearby
top-quality floodplain meadow may enhance the meadow quality. If this option is being
considered seek specialist advice and consent from NPWS*.

4

Poor species-richness: Meadow requires an earlier than usual cut, followed by a second
cut later in the year#, for a number of years Consider mowing in late June* / early July
and again in September. Strewing green-hay* or scattering seeds collected from a
nearby top-quality floodplain meadow may enhance the meadow quality. If this option is
being considered seek specialist advice and consent from NPWS*.

0-3

Does not qualify for payment as species-rich floodplain meadow. Restoration works
could be carried out to re-establish a species-rich meadow. Seek specialist advice and
consent from NPWS before undertaking any restoration works.

*Mowing in June and strewing green hay require consent form the National Parks and Wildlife Service.
# Mowing earlier than usual &/or combined with a second cut restores the nutrient balance and controls
problematic species.
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See also a separate document on RBAPS Best Practice Guidelines for farming
for conservation in the Shannon Callow species-rich meadows
Please visit our project website www.rbaps.eu for more details.

